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Life is strange ep 1 guide

In: Episode 1: Clesalis, Choices, Season 1 Next article features statistics and results of selection from Episode 1: Cresalis.Main article: Game Stats #Episode 1 Principal Wells You Reported Nathan. - 64% you hid the truth. - 36% Victoria costume you made a make of Victoria. - 26% you comforted Victoria. - 74% David and Kate you took a picture of David harassing Kate. - 16%
you intervened to help Kate. - 84% Chloe pot you took responsibility for Chloe. - 27% blamed Chloe - 1% you were left hidden. - 37% you came out in hiding to intervene. - 35% Daniel you let Daniel paint your portrait. - 42% you did not let Daniel paint your portrait. - 58% Grant Yu has signed Mr. Grant's petition. - 43% did not sign Ms. Grant's petition - 57% Alyssa You helped
Alyssa. - 79% you did not help Alaisa. - 21% Kate's Slate You erased insults to Kate's slate. - 44% didn't erase Kate's slate - 56% Lisa plant you watered the plant. - 68% did not water your plants. - 32% Dana pregnancy test You touched Dana's pregnancy test. - 2% Photos of 98% Victoria who did not touch Dana's pregnancy test You have reorganized victoria pictures. - 21% you
did not touch victoria pictures. - 79% Dirty RV You wrote on a dirty RV - 20% you didn't write on a dirty RV. - 42% you let the bird die. - 58% Chloe's Snow Globe You broke Chloe's snow globe. - 11% you didn't break Chloe's snow globe. 89% Snooping Evidence Left evidence while searching for David's. - 18% you left no evidence. - 82% David files You read David's files. - 62% did
not read David's files. - 38% Main Article: Choices and Results #Episode1 Report Nathan Episode 1 Wells calls Nathan to the office as Max left Blackwell's main building. Max can talk to Luke Parker about destroying Nathan with a gun. Nathan is angry that he reported him to Max. Chloe hopes Max didn't report Nathan. Episode 2 Nathan destroys Max's room and left a disturbing
collage of photos at the beginning of Episode 2. Someone claiming to be Nathan's father sends Max a threatening text from a private number. Max can talk to Warren about destroying Nathan with a gun. Principal Wells would bring up the fact that max would not believe her accusations if he spoke to him. Jefferson will say that he doesn't think Max's accusations when talking to him
will be aggressive during his desk showdown with Max. Max was suspended if she accused David and had no evidence and took responsibility for Chloe's pot. Episode 4 Wells send Nathan an email apologizing for Max's accusations. Nathan would have stolen a selfie from Max's room. Hiding the Truth Episode 1 Wells doesn't call Nathan into the office as Max left Blackwell's main
building. Max can't talk to Luke Parker about destroying Nathan with a gun. Nathan somehow understands that Max was in the bathroom and triesHer. Chloe is glad Max didn't report Nathan. Episode 2 Nathan doesn't destroy Max's room. Max receives only one threatening text. Max can talk to Warren about destroying Nathan with a gun. If Max spoke to him, Principal Wells would
bring up Max's silence. Jefferson would say he doesn't believe Max's accusations if she brings it up to him. Nathan is going to be sneaky during a desk showdown with Max. Nathan is suspended if Max accuses him at the end of episode two and doesn't take responsibility for Chloe's pot. Max will be suspended if she blames Nathan and took responsibility for Chloe's pot. Max
would not be suspended if he blamed David. Episode 4 Nathan does not receive an email from Principal Wells. Nathan doesn't have a Max selfie. Signed Episode 2 Ms. Grant brings max's help out in the classroom. Episode 3 Mr. Grant's petition has been so successful that Principal Wells withheld David's surveillance program. Episode 4 Grant thanks Max for helping pass the
petition. Ms Grant, who did not sign episode two, regrets that Max could not be helped in the classroom. Episode 3 Ms. Grant's petition was unsuccessful. Episode 4 Ms. Grant wishes Max had helped with the petition. Intervention Episode 2 makes it easier to save Kate. You can choose between things get better and you matter, not just me. With both options, Max will try to get
close to save Kate. Shooting Photo Episode 2 will be hard to save Kate. There are four options: I wanted proof, I was bullied, I was scared, and I had no idea. Only the scared option allows Max to approach to save Kate. Other options cause Kate to take a few steps closer to the edge of the roof. Episode 1 Accepting Daniel's portrait of Max has been posted on her social media
pages. Warren brings up the portrait to Max Episode 2 Daniel brings up the portrait in Jefferson's classroom. Episode 4 Daniel can easily be sure to attend a vortex club party by bringing up his portrait skills. Refusal Episode 1 Daniel posts nothing on Max's social media pages. Warren doesn't discuss Daniel or the portrait with Max. Episode 2 Daniel raises Max not sitting for a
portrait in Jefferson's classroom. Max is shy and can apologize. Episode 4 Daniel can be sure to attend a Vortex club party using Max's rewind power. Leave her picture of Max on her social media page making episode 1 Victoria fun. Max can tell Warren about how he got a picture of Victoria in retaliation for his picture of Max Warren in Victoria. Chloe comments on pictures of
Glee and Victoria. Episode 2 Max will have a picture on her dresser in the morning. Victoria would have made a meme out of her picture of Max. Victoria condemns Max's actions when talking to Taylor. Victoria destroys Max's mirror and tears the room apart in search of photos. Victoria becomes aggressive between her desksMax and Episode 3 Victoria's photo will be victoria's
room. Episode 4 Victoria wouldn't believe you if you warned her about the Dark Room. Comfort Victoria Episode 1 Victoria put a picture of the dorm courtyard instead of her picture of Max she unloads. Max can tell Warren about having the opportunity to take pictures of Victoria. Warren suggests max may have started the Kickstarter fund with a picture of Victoria covered in paint.
Chloe would not comment on Victoria. Episode 2 Max doesn't have a photo. Max is not the target of memes. Victoria blames Taylor and Courtney for their slowness when talking to Taylor. Victoria does not destroy Max's room. Victoria is sneaky during a desk showdown with Max. Episode 3 Victoria has no pictures. Episode 4 Victoria can only believe you if you warn her about the
Dark Room, but if Max is not actively facing Victoria. Erased Episode 2 Kate's whiteboard is destroyed again. Max brings up this action during the second part of his conversation with Kate on the rooftop. This doesn't make it easy to convince Kate. Kate accepts or rejects Max's statement, depending on whether max answered her phone in episode 2. Ignoring Episode 2, Kate's
whiteboard retains the original vandalism. Max doesn't bring up the whiteboard during the second part of his conversation with Kate on the rooftop. This doesn't make it hard to convince Kate. Kate's response only differs from whether Max answered her phone in Episode 2. Waterd Episode 2, Episode 3 Contributes to Lisa's Death from Drowning (part 1 of 2). Prevents lisas from
drying out. Episode 2 episode 3 of Water did not contribute to Lisa's death by drying out (1/2). Prevent Lisa from drowning. Reorganized Episode 1 Max can take the optional photo #6. Episode 2 Victoria writes Hi I'm Max Selfie and paints a flight Polaroid on Max's whiteboard. Episode 3 Victoria stole Max's cookies. If you don't reorganize Episode 1 Max, you won't be able to take
the optional photo #6 (unless she reorganizes and rewinds the photo). Episode 2 No one writes on Max's whiteboard. Episode 3 Victoria didn't steal Max's cookies. Touching Episode 1 Dana is angry with Max for violating her privacy and kicks Max out of the room. Episode 2 Max can apologize to Dana for watching the pregnancy test. Episode 4 Dana tells Max about Trevor, who
knows how to be safe. Max can call Logan to abandon Dana when he needs help. Episode 1's Dana and Max can only talk about Juliet, Warren and the general Blackwell drama. Episode 2 Dana invites Max to the party without much premone. Episode 4 Dana doesn't tell Max about Trevor knowing how to be safe. If Logan didn't know he had conceived Dana, Max couldn't call
Logan to abandon Dana when he needed help. Touched and rewinding episode one, Dana reveals to Max and respects her intuition. Episode 2 Dana is glad she talked to Max.Talk to Max about Trevor, who knows how to be safe. Max can call Logan to abandon Dana when he needs help. Warning Episode 1 Max can take the optional photo #7. Prescott dorm windows are broken
and remain so for the rest of the game. Episode 2 Alyssa calls Max her guardian angel if saved from toilet paper. Episode 3 Max thinks about how such a little thing can make history change when she sees a broken window. Episode 4 contributes to Alaisa by reading Robert Frost's quote to Max (1/4, all needed). Episode 5 contributes to Alaisa saving Max from a sign falling on her
(1/4, everything needed). Ignoring Episode 1, Max can't take the optional photo #7 (unless she saves the Alaisa and then rewinds it). The windows of the Prescott dormitory remain intact. Episode 2 Alaisa thanks Max for helping her if saved from toilet paper. Episode 4 A rousseff doesn't read Robert Frost quotes to Max. Episode 5 tells Max that bad things always happen when
she's around, and horribly tells her to go back to the hole in the floor (1/4, everything is needed). Max can rewind and save the Alaisa. Photo Episode 1 Max regrets not standing up for Kate. Kate is text telling Max that what she did is not cool to her. Chloe declares the photo as evidence against David. Chloe brings up a photo in a fight with David. Episode 2 Kate confronts Max in
the bathroom for her actions. Kate will be more enthusiastic about Max in Kate's room. Max is given four options to tell Kate during the first part of his conversation with Kate on the rooftops. Three of the options will upset Kate. David would be suspended if Max blamed him in the principal's office. Episode 3 Max can comment on the photo at the time of the inspection if she didn't
blame David for it in episode two. Intervention episode 1 Max is glad she stood up for Kate. Kate texted Max to thank her for her actions. Chloe doesn't see the pictures. Chloe will bring up that David is a 'security guard' during an argument with him. Episode 2 Kate thanks Max in the bathroom for her actions. Kate will wonder why Max helped her in Kate's room. Max is given two
options to tell Kate during the first part of his conversation with Kate on the rooftops. Neither option upsets Kate. If Max blames him in the principal's office, David won't be stopped. Max is suspended if she blames him, reports Nathan and took responsibility for Chloe's weed. If Max blames David and doesn't take responsibility for Chloe's weed, no one will be interrupted. Max
blamed David, did not report Nathan and took responsibility for Chloe's weed. Episode 3 The photo is not in Max's room. Wrote episode 1 Max can take the optional photo #8. Episodes 2, 3 and 4 Frank's RV bear Max's writing. Max, who didn't write Episode 1, can't take the optional photo #8 (unless he rewinds after drawing on the RV). Episodes 2, 3 and 4 Frank's RV remains
dirty, deducting Max's I'm So Dirty decoration. Bloke episode 1 Chloe gets upset with MaxSnow globe. Max can read Chloe's report card. Episode 3 The broken snow globe can be seen in Chloe's room. Episode 4 Max can comment on it in the living room recalling that it originally belonged to William. Episode 1 Chloe won't get upset with Max before her fight with David. Max reads
Chloe's report card (unless she breaks the snow globe and rewinds it). Episode 3 Max can see the snow globe intact in Chloe's room. Episode 4 Max can be commented on in the living room. Saved Episode 1 Max allows you to take optional photo #9 at the lighthouse. Episode 3 The bird appears in Chloe's house. Episode 4 Max can save a bird at Chloe's house. Dead Episode 1
Max can't take the #9 option photo at the lighthouse. Episode 3 The bird does not appear in Chloe's house. Episode 4 Max can't save a bird. Watch through Episode 1 Max and bring this up to Chloe at the Lighthouse. Episode 3 Chloe brings up David's file if Max sides with him during an argument. Episode 1 Chloe didn't want Max to have read David's files. Episode 3 Chloe won't
bring up David's files if Max sides with him during an argument. Left Evidence Episode 1 David brings this up during a showdown with Chloe. David, who covered up Evidence Episode 1, doesn't know if anyone went through his file. Accused Chloe Episode 1 Chloe is very upset with Max. Chloe doesn't show Max a gun. Chloe is upset at the lighthouse. Episode 2 Joyce brings up
the case as evidence that Chloe is not responsible, and Max, who needs Max's influence, cannot be interrupted in the principal's office. Episode 3 Chloe brings up Max accusing her of weed when they break into Blackwell together. It counts if Chloe changes the background of her phone (if another point is lost, the background doesn't change). Joyce offers Chloe and Max side and
brings up the weeds after an argument with David. Take blame episode one Chloe who feels like she triumphed over David. Chloe shows Max a gun. Max can talk to Chloe about gun theft before going to the lighthouse. Chloe is happy to go to the lighthouse with Max. Episode 2 Joyce brings up the case as proof that Max has not had a positive effect on Chloe. Max can be
interrupted in the principal's office if he accuses David, doesn't take a picture of him confronting Kate and reports Nathan's use of a gun. She blamed Nathan and did not report his gun use. Episode 3 Chloe jokes about the weeds belonging to Max when she invades Max and Blackwell. Joyce offers Chloe and Max side and brings up the weeds after an argument with David.
Episode 5 In Max's nightmare maze sequence, David calls her a pothead and a weed junkie. Episode 1 Chloe is somey upset with Max after the fight. Chloe doesn't show Max a gun. Chloe is upset at the lighthouse. Episode 2 Joyce brings up the case as evidence Chloe is not responsible and in needMax can't stop in the principal's office. Episode 3 Chloe raises Max and allows
David to catch her with weeds when they break into Blackwell together. It counts if Chloe changes the background of her phone (if another point is lost, the background doesn't change). Joyce offers Chloe and Max side and brings up the weeds after an argument with David. Step Chloe in episode one is very happy with Max; Chloe shows Max a gun. Max can talk to Chloe about
gun theft before going to the lighthouse. Chloe is happy when she goes to the lighthouse. Episode 2 Joyce brings up the case as proof that Max has not had a positive effect on Chloe. Max can be interrupted in the principal's office if he accuses David, doesn't take a picture of him confronting Kate and reports Nathan's use of a gun. She blamed Nathan and did not report his gun
use. Episode 3 Chloe jokes about the weeds belonging to Max when they break into Blackwell together. Chloe contributes to changing the background of her phone (1b/4). Episode 1: Cresalis Choice Season 1 Espanyol Portuges do Brasia Portuges do Brazil Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Note.
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